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ABSTRACT

Thearchitectureandmajorsystem componentsof the sodium-layerlaserguidestarsystemat LLNLwill be
described,andexperimentalresultsreported.Thesubsystemsincludethelasersystem,thebeamdeliverysystemincludinga
pulsestretcherand beampointingcontrol,thebeamdirector,andthetelescopewithits adaptive-opticspackage.Detailsof
theadaptive-opticspackageandexperimentalresultsrelatedtowavefrontdetectionandclosed-loopcorrectionwill be
presentedina companionpaperin thisconference1.

The lasersystem is one developedfor theAtomic VaporLaserIsotope Separation(AVLIS) Program.This laser
system can beconfiguredin variousways in supportof the AVLISprogramobjectives,and was madeavailable to theguide
starprogramat intermittenttimeson a non-interferencebasis. The firstlight transmittedinto the sky was inJulyof 1992, ata
power level of 1.1 kW. The laser pulse width is about32 ns, andthe pulse repetitionrate was 26 kHzfor the 1.1 kW
configurationand 13 kHzfora 400 W configuration.The laserlinewidthis tailoredto matchthe sodiumD2 absorptionline,
andthe lasersystem has activecontrolof beampointingand wavefrontquality.

Because of the shortpulselength the sodium transitionis saturatedand the laser poweris notefficiendy utilized.
Forthis reasona pulse stretcherwas developed, and theresultsof this effortwill be reported.The beamis deliveredviaan
evacuatedpipe fromthe laserbuildingto the guide starsite, a distanceof about100 meters,and thenlaunchedvertically.A
beamdirectorprovides themeans to trackthe sky in the full AOsystem, butwas notused in the experimentsreportedhere.
The returnsignal is collected by a 1/2meter telescope with the AO package. This telescope is located5 metersfromthe laser
launchtube. In additionto the fully instrumentedpackage, smallerpackagesforphotometry,wavefrontmeasurement,and
spot image and motionanalysis havebeenused. Although the unavailabilityof the AVLIS laser precludeda full AO system
demonstration,data supportingfeasibility andprovidinginputto the systemdesign fora LickObservatoryAO system was
obtained.

1. INTRODUCTION

The conceptof utilizingthe mesosphericsodium-layerat an altitudeof about90 kin,excited with a resonantlytuned
laser as a means of forming a pointreference, or guide star, has been underinvestigationfor severalyears2"6. The laser
guide star program at LLNL startedin 1990and is aLaboratory funded researchand development program.The goal of the
initial three year phase, which ended in September of 1993, wasto demonstratethe feasibility of closod-loop adaptive optics
with sodium laser guide stars. A high average power tunable dye laser system then in routine operation at LLNL provided the
laser source f_r these experiments. This laser system was developed for the Departmentof Energy's Atomic Vapor Laser
Isotope Separation(AVLIS) program7, and couldeasily be tuned to the required589 nm wavelength and the spectral width
broadened to 3 GHz. Sponsorship of the AVLIS program transferred from the DOE to the United States Enrichment
Corporation (USEC) in the summer of 1993. Congress established the USEC as a government corporation to manage the
enrichment enterprises of the country, with the ultimate goal of privatization. Part of the charter includes decisions on

0 advanced research and development technologies such as AVLIS.

The AVLIS laser system has high beam quality and the average powerof about I kW is sufficient to provide a
• usablereturn signal to the wavefront sensor even with the relatively poorseeing, and resulting small subapertures, at the

Livermore site, and the use of a wavefront sensor camerathat is less sensitive than the current state-of-the art. So although the
laser power is much greater than the few tens of watts, at most, needed for the astronomical application, it was very useful in
these initial feasibility experiments. In order to take fulladvantage of the laser power, however, a pulse stretcher was required
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to avoid saturation of the sodium layer. The beam was first launched into the sky in July of 1992, and produced a magnitude
5.1 star. The initial experimental program examined the guide star returnsignal level, spot size, and spot motion8. In
addition, the Rayleigh scattering signal returnwas examined and a wavefront sensor was used to obtain wavefront
information from the laser guide star. In parallel with these experiments the pulse stretcher was developed, a beam director
was procured and installed, and an adaptive optics package was developed for a 1/2 meter telescope at the site. A complete
closed-loop demonstration of atmospheric turbulence correction using the laser guide starwas scheduled for the fall of 1993.
This was not accomplished because FY94 funding for the AVLIS program, which starts in October, was cut severely and
laser operations at high power were terminated. A decision on whether to continue with AVLIS development is expected
from the USEC in April of 1994. While the goal of a full adaptive optics demonstration using a laser guide star was not
accomplished the results of the experimental program did demonstrate feasibility and the second three year phase, described
below, moved ahead.

The goal of the present three year program is to attain, at the end of this period, a full-fledged astrophysical
observation program on the Lick Observatory 120 inch Shane telescope using adaptive optics and a laser guide star. In
preparation for this, a program of momhly measurements of the seeing conditions at this site was undertaken, starting in
early 1993. An adaptive optics pae|age for the Lick 40 inch telescope was designed and installed and the first partially

amected images were obtained in November of 19939,10. The remaining tasks for FY94 are to install the AO package on the
120 inchtelescope for operation with natural guide stars and optimized for observation in the near infrared, and development

and installation of a 20 W class laser with its associated beam wansport and control systems 11. Computer simulations will
also be performed to predict results and aid in the analysis of results. In FY 95 the laser will become operational and the
astrophysical observations using a laser guide star will start. The present 69 actuator deformable mirror will be replaced with
a 127 actuator mirror resulting in improved performance at wavelengths of about I micron.

2. LASER AND BEAM TRANSPORT SYSTEM

The AVLIS laser is housed in a large building at a distance of about 100 m from the laser guide star site. A
schematic diagram of a single dye chain is shown in Figure 1. The nominal output power from a single dye chain, as used in
the laser guide star experiments, is 1.3 kW. The power actually launched, at the end of the beam Um_rt system was about
1.1 kW. The pulse repetition frequency is up to 26 kHz in multiples of4A kHz and the pulse width is about 32 ns FWHM.
Wavefront qualityis typically better than MI0 and center optical frequency stability is +1- 50 MHz. For the guide star
application the center wavelength is 589 nm and the spectral width was tailored to two fines about 1 GHz wide separated by
1.7 GHz. The high beam quality is achieved and maintained by means of a deformable mirror, and a pointing jitter of less
than 5 Mradis obtained with the use of a high bandwidth closed-loop control system. :-
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of a dye laser amplifier chain



For the laser ope,at,ng at 1 kW with a 32 ns pulse widthand a 26 kHz repetition rate, the irradiance at the sodium
layer is about 75 W/era2 for a one meter spot diameter. This is about 15times greater than the sodium D2 resonance line
saturation level. If the pulse width is stretched the peak power is reduced with a resulting increase of the return signal level.
To realize this process efficiency increase, a pulse stretcher was designed and installed. A schematic diagram illustrating the
operation of the pulse stretcher is shown in Figure 2. The 50/50splitter directs half the input pulse into a delay cell which

i delays the pulse by one pulse width. The delayed and originalpulses are combined and half the pair is delayed by two times
the original pulse width. This process is repeated until sixteen pulses have been generated and stacked end to end. The two
output beams can be launched side by side or combined into a single beam with a polarizer as shown. A White cell
arrangement was used for the delay cells, and the result of testing witha krypton pilot beam is shown in Figure 3.
Configurations for both a 16Xand a 8X stretch were tested. Testing at high power started in the summerof 1993, and the
measured transmission through the stretcher was 80% for the 16X configuration. When firsttested in the sky, the observed
spot size was about 24 arcsec. Improvements to the alignment of the individual cells reduced the spot size to about 11 arcsec
and it was determined that muchof the remainingexcess spot size was due to thermally inducedwavefront errors in some of
the optics. It was at this point that the AVLIS programfundingwas cutand the laser shutdown. The experiments and results
discussedin this paperwere performedwith no pulsestretcher.
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Figure 2. Pulse stretcher with delays of 1,2,4, Figure 3. Temporaloutput of pulse stretcher in which a 24
and 8 times the input pulse width to provide a factor of 16 ns input pulse is stretched to 960 ns.
stretch

The beam from the laser building is transported in an undergroundevacuatedpipe to the _laserguide star launchsite.
A photo of the site with the laseroperatingat 1100watts is shown in Figure4. The launchtube is seen in thebackground,
with the 1/2meter telescope in the right foreground and the 1/4metertelescope in the left foreground.Near the top of the
launchtube is a radarunit linked to a fast shutterwhich, alongwith a widearea surveillance radar and visual observer

• comprise the lasersafety system. This photo was taken before the beam directorwas installed at the top of the launch tube. A
beamdirectorwas procuredin preparationfor testing,with a laserguide star, of theadaptiveoptics packagedesignedfor the
1/2 metertelescope. This beamdirectorwas designedandfabricatedby DFMEngineering.A photoof the unitmountedon

• top of the launch tube is shown in Figure 5, and the key specifications are listed below.



Figure 4. Photograph of the laser guide starsite at Livermore with laser launched into the night sky with a power of 1100
watts.

Laser Beam Director Specifications

Beam director system type 2 mirrorsystem, ait-az mount
Operating range capability Horizon to zenith in elevation, _+180"azimuth
Limit switch setting 35" from zenith in elevation, _+180'in azimuth
Instrument package area and capacity 0.25 x 0.5 meters, 50 lb.
Pointing accuracy < 20 arc seconds rms within 35"of zenith '
Relative pointing accuracy < 3 arc seconds rms open loop for moves <5"
Sidereal tracking < 2 arc seconds rms open loop for 10 minutes
Zenith tracking exclusion angle < 1"



Figure 5. Photograph of beam director mountedon laserbeam launchtube.

3. TELESCOPES AND INSTRUMENTATION

4

The telescopes used in the experiments were offset from the laser by 5 meters, as shown in figure 6. For all the
experiments reported here the laser was pointed to zenith. The beam cross section at launchis 4 x 8 cm, and lhe long axis is
aligned to the linejoining the laserand telescope position.Diffractionbeing less in the long dimensioncompensates for the

, image elongation that occurs in this axis due to the viewing angleandthe thickness of the sodiumlayer, which is about 10
kin. The result is a spot which is roughly circular.



Figure6. Layoutof laserguide starexperimentalsite.

The two telescopes used in theseexperimentsarea I/2 meterRitchey-ChretienCassegrain,and a 1/4 meterSchmidt
Cassegrain.For the photometryexperimentsa Photometricsseries200 camerawith a Kodak1035 x 1320pixel CCD was
used.The pixel size is 6.8 m for this CCD.This instrumentwas used to makephotometricmeasurementsusingboth
telescopes.The generalarrangementfor thephotometryexperimentsis shown inFigure7. The platescale was 0.44 arc
seconds/pixeion the 1/4 meterand 1.0 arcsecond_ixel on the 1/2meter telescope. A KodakF_.ktaPromodel 1012fast
framingcameraon the 1/2 metertelescope was usedforbothmotion analysisof the laserguide starandforwavefront
measurements.This camera uses atwo stage intensifierandcan frameat up to 1000 frames/secondin the full framemode.A
Hartmannwavefrontsensor is formedwith tic useof a Coming lenslct array.The ienslct arrayhad acentex-to-centexspacing
of 524 m and a clearapertureforeach Icnsletof 474 m.TIe optical systemmagnificationof 160 results in each
subapertureof the wavefrontsensor havingaclear apertureof 7.6 cm referredto the telescope primary.The layoutfor the
wavefrontsensorexperimentsis shown in Figure8. More informationon theKodakcameraand itssensitivitywhenused in
the wavefrontsensorapplicationcanbe foundin reference 12, andadditionaldetailson the hardwareandexperimental
configurationsused in these experimentscanbe foundin reference8. A broaderoverview of these experimentsas well as the
implicationsto adaptiveoptics forastronomyis givenin reference13.
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Figure7. Schematicof hardwareused in Figure8. Schematicof wavefrontsensing optical ,
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A complete adaptive optics package for the 1/2 meter telescope was designed, fabricated and assembled. This work
is described in reference 1, also in this proceeding. Part of this AO package is a tip-flit system which was tested
independently and will be described here. The sensor for this system is a quadrant silicon avalanche photodiode (APD). The
active mirror is a Polytec PI model S-330 tilt stage and the controller was designed and fabricated at LLNq_,.A schematic
diagram of the tip-tilt system is shown in Figure 8, and Figure 9 is a photograph of the major components.
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Figure 8. Schematic diagram of the tip-flit system

Figure 9. Photograph of the tip-tilt system components: sensor head, controller, and tilt stage.



The analog controller for the tip-tilt system was designed to provide a selectable bandwidth so that, depending on seeing
conditions, the optimum bandwidth can be used. When the atmospheric disturbance spectrum is predominantly of low
frequency, a low loop bandwidth can be used. In this case S/N is maximized permitting operation with higher magnitude
(dimmer) reference stars. When the disturbance frequencies are high, the higher loop bandwidths must be used to obtain the
disturbance rejection needed. The selectable bandwidths are 30, 60, and 120 Hz. The bandwidth as used here refers to the
closed loop gain crossover frequency, the frequency at which there is no disturbance rejection. The closed loop disturbance
rejection performance of the system, as measured in Ihc laboratory, is shown in figure 10. The silicon avalanche quadrant
APD used in the system described here is the EG&G model C30927E. A unoresensitive tip-tilt sensor based on four EG&G
model SPCM-200-PQ photon counting detectors and a quadrant fiber array is presently underdevelopment. •
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Figure 10. Closed loop disturbance rejection performance of the tip-tilt system for the tlwee selectable bandwidths.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

4.1 Laser"guide star size and motion

The Photometrics camera was used on the 1/4 meter telescope to observe the laser guide star image and to perform
the photometric measurements reported in the next section. The series of photographic images in Figure 11 are the images
obtained for laser power ranging from 1100 watts to 7 watts. Longer exposure times were required as the laser power
decreased, as indicated in this figure. The Rayleigh backscatter in the lower atmosphere as well as the return from the sodium
layer at an altitude of about 90 km can be seen in these images. The average guide star spot size with the laser power at 1100
watts was 7 arc seconds FWHM, in the 3 second exposure. This is the emission spot size, and because the sodium transition ,
is saturated at this power level the wings in the beam produce a higher return signal compared to the spot center than would
be the ease if the irradianee were below saturation. The 7 aresec angular size correspond to a FWHM spot diameter of 3.0
meters at the sodium layer. Taking account of the satmation effect on the emission spot size, the incident irradiance spot size
was about 2.0 meters. The diffraction limited angular size, using the 4 cm beam dimension, is X/d = 14.1 r. This corresponds
to a spot diameter of 1.4 m FW'HM. The expected reduction in emission spot size as the laser power was reduced was not
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observedin this experimenL Possiblecausesfor this includechangesin beamquality or pointing jiucr as thelaser power was
re(luced.The mostlikely causeis increasingpointingjitter sincethe highbandwidthpoindng conl.,olloopsfor the AVLIS
laserweredesignedIo operateat the higherlaserpowersanddo not controlat thelower levels usedin theseexperiments.The
long exposures,48 secondsat tim 7 wau power level, result in imageenlargementin the presenceof pointing jitter. In a later
ex]pcdmcntin which the laserpower wasreducedby anothermethod,which maintainedacdvebeamcontrol, theobserved
sp)t diameterwas 5 arcsccFWHM with a laserpower of 8 watts.This is about1.'7times the diffractionlimit for the4 cm

8 ap_'ture.

Figure l I. Laser guidestarimagesproducedwith laserpower rangingfrom ll00 to '7 watts, andexposuretimes as indicated.
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The motion of the laser guide star spot at the 1100watt power level was measured using the Kodak fast framing
camera on the 1/2 m telescope. 100 frames were taken ata frame rate of 125frames/second. Foreach frame the spot centroid
was calculated, providing a time record of 0.8 seconds of the x and y axis motion. The 2-axis rms motion for a natural star the
laser guide star, and laser guide star with the high bandwidth pointing controloff, were 0.60, 0.66, and 0.90 arc seconds
respectively. The observed motion of the natural star is due to the atmosphereand any telescope motion. The motion of the
laser guide star is due to laser pointing jitter, telescope motion, and the atmospheric effects. The measured motions are
somewhat under estimated since the 0.8 second time record does not include frequencies below about 1.2 Hz. *

4.2 Photometry
It

The irradiance at the ground from the laserguide star was measured using the calibrated Photometrics camera.
Experiments were performed with this cameraon both the 1/4m and 1/2 m telescopes. The irradianee at the telescope input is

givenby Hg = (SgRL) / (AtTtl),

whereSg is the cameratotaloutputsignalin thestarimage indigitalor datanumbers (DN), RXis thecameraresponseat
589 nm (photons/DN),A t is the telescopecollection area,Tt is the telescope transmissionat 589 nm,and I is theintegration
time. The atmospherictransmissionat 589 nmcouldalso bedeterminedwith the aid of standardstars,whicharestarsfor
which the spectralirradianeeabove the atmospherehas beenmeasured.

To eliminateany contributionfrom the Rayleighbackscatterin thelaserguide starimage, and also to subtrat_tsky
background,a method involving detuningof the laseroff the sodiumabsorptionline was used.Two framewere takenin
rapidsuccession, the firstwith the lasertunedto the 589 line andmodulatedto matchthe line width, and the secondwith the
laser tunedoff buy2.6 GHz andnotmodulated.To arriveat thesignalphotonsfromjust the sodium w.Jttma,theimages were
processedby countingjust the DN pixel values ina 16arcsec circlecenteredon the guidestar. The DN values fromthe same
pixel areaof the image with the laserdetunedwas thensubtracted.The irradiancefromthe guide starobtainedin this manner
is shownin Figure 12, andcomparedwith simulationmodelpredictions.The simulationused a 24-level density matrix
calculationto predictthebackscatteremission rate14 as a functionof pulse fluence at the sodium layer. The calculations
used laser parametersmatching those of the experimentallaserandassumedan irradiancespot size of 2 meters.A sodium
column density of 4.1 x 109cm"2,which is a least squaresfit to theexperimentalmeasurementsat the five laserpower
levels, was used.

The dataof Figure 12 was takenon the nightof August 27, 1992with the 1/4 m telescope, and theatmospheric
transmissionwas 60%. This same data is shown in Figure13along withdata takenon the 1/2m telescope on the nightsof
October6 and7, 1992, for which the atmospheric transmissionwas about53% and 47% respectively. Variationsin the
sodium column density, in additionto thechanges in atmospherictransmission,accountfor the variationin return signal
irradiance.The saturationeffect at the higherpower levels is clearlyseen.
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Figure 12. Sodium backseatter irradianceat the ground Figure 13. Sodium backscatter irradiance at the groundon
as function of laserpower;,experiment results and August 27, and October 6 and 7, 1992.
model predictions.
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4.3 Wavefront reconstruction from laser guide star reference

The optical arrangement illustrated in Figure 8 was used to acquire wavefront information using the laser guide star
as the point reference. The Kodak fast framing camera on the 1/2 m telescope was used in a Hartmann wavefront sensor
configuration, as described in section 3. The 6 x 6 array of Hartmann subapertures, with a spacing of 8.4 cm, forms an array

J of spots on the camera. A laser power of 875 watts was used, and the guide star ret,_m signal was sufficient to frame the
camera at 125 frames/second with an exposure time of 5 ms. The Hartmann sensor converts incoming wavefront slope
changes into spot centroid changes. From this information the wavefront phase can be reconsu'ucted. The power spectra of

, the subapermre tilts can be obtained by averaging the Fourier transforms of the tilts of all the Hartmann subapertures. Data
was also taken with a natural star (Capeila). Because this star is brighter the camera was framed at 1000 Hz with 1 ms
exposures. Figure 14 shows the tilt power spectra for both the laser guide and natural star as the point reference. The spectra
for the laser guide star extends to only 62 Hz because of the 125 Hz sample rate, while the spectra for Capella goes out to 500
Hz. At low frequencies both power spectra show the v "2/3 scaling predicted for Kolmogorov turbulence. The laser guide
star's lower signal-to-noise ratio and larger spot result in a spectra which is a little noisier. The two sets of data were not
taken simultaneously, and therefore these are two realizations of the turbulence spectra. However, the average conditions
were quite similar as indicated in the figure. The break at about 20 Hz is believed to result from the finite subaperture size
and occurs at a frequency corresponding to the wind velocity divided by the subaperlme diameter. The slope at higher

frequency, which can be seen in the natural star data, is near v "8/3 as reported by others.
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Figure 14. Tilt power SlXX:trausing laser guide star and natural star point references, obtained from Hartmann wavefront
sensordata.

The wavefront slope data with the laser guide star discussed above was used to reconstruct the wavefront phase. This
is a significant step in demonstrating the feasibility of adaptive optics using sodium laser guide stars. Reconstructed
wavefronts from three consecutive frames obtained from a laser guide star and a natural star are compared in Figure 15, both
sampled at 8 ms intervals. The top row is from the natural star and the bottom row from the laser guide star. The data were
taken under similar conditions but not simultaneously. The reconstructions in Figure 15 represent only higher order
wavefront errors since the average wavefront tilt was removed from the slope data by subtracting the average centmid
positions. The original graphical presentation of this data was in color, and much is lost in the black and white copy of Figure

" 15. While the details of the reconstructed wavefmnts are of course differenL since they were not simultaneous, they are
qualitatively similar in scale of the distortions. The rms phase fluctuation over the entire data set was 0.52 microns for the
laser guide star, and 0.35 for the natural star. The higher value for the laser guide star is partially due to the lower signal-to-

,. noise ratio with this reference. The natural star magnitude, my = 0.1, is about 100 times brighter than the laser guide star with
magnitude of about my = 5.
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Figure 15. Reconstructed wavefronts from the laser guide star as reference (bottom) and natural reference star (top).

4.4 Rayleigh backscattering

To help understand the physical factors that determine how much Rayleigh scattered light contaminates the laser
guide star, we have developed a computational modelof the Rayleighbackscattcras inmge_ by acamera focusedon a natural
staratthe same angularpositionas the laserguide star. Inthis model, the atmospherearoundthe near-verticallaserbeam
propagationpathbetween9.5 and90.5 km altitudeis dividedinto I km horizontallayers. The laser beamirradianceat each
layer is assumed to be the far-field irradiance profile corresponding to the profile at the laser beam director with its size
directly proportionalto the layeraltitudeandwith its centershiftcd to accountfor the locationof the beamaxis as seen by the
camera. Anopticaltransferfunction(OTF)that is theproductof tclcscopo andatmosphericOTF'sis used to computethe
contributionof each layer to the image. The telescopeOFFis thatof a 0.25 m diamctercircularaperturewith a defocus
quadratic phase; it is computed digitally from the pupil function by fast Fourier transforms. The atmospheric OTF,

exp[-3.44(_.ffr0)5/3], is the long-exposureturbulenceOTF15fora coherence diameterr0 = 5 cmat 589 nmwavelength,
wheref is a normalizedspatialfrequency(2 f is theconjugatevariableto angularpositionin radians). The scatteringcross
section at each layer is proportional to the atmospheric density which is approximated as an exponential with a 7.3 km scale
height and a magnitude matched to the 1976 U. S. StandardAtmosphere at sea level.

The effect of a hard-aperturedlaserbeamirradianceprofileon thecontributionof Rayleighscatteringto the image
inadiancealongthedirectionof the projectionof the laserbeamon the image planeis shown in Figure 16. In the three
calculations the laserbeam directoris 5 m fromtheobservingtelescope. The initialbeam sizes arechosen to give a 2 m spot
diameterat92 kmin the sodiumlayer (to matchourexperiments);for the untruncatedgaussian(solid line) the full-widthat
half maximum_ is used, for the otherprofiles _.z/wis used,wherew is theFWHMatthe beamdirector;,the
numericalvaluesarefora I kW laserin theabsenceof any transmissionlosses. The unmmcatedgaussian(sofid line) and
truncatedsquare-basepyramidprismoid(doued line) irradianceprofilesproducenearlyidenticalimages. The hard-apertured
uniformlyilluminatedsquareirradiancewofile (dashed line) generatesa 20-fold largerimageirradianceat the positionof the
sodium layerguidestar(zero angle) than does cither of thesoft-aperturedprofiles.



Combined withtheexponential increase in scatteringcross section with decreasingaltitudethe relatively slow
decreaseof the diffractionwings for the uniformlyilluminatedsquare I o_x-2 versus I _ x-4 forthe truncatedsquare-base
pyramidprismoidand I = exp[-x 2] for the gaussian,wherex is thedistancefrom the beamaxis in local beam width units)
causes thepartof the far-fieldpauernthatis directlyin the line of sight to the laser guide starforaltitudesbelow about30 km
to dominatethe Rayleigh scattering contributionto the imageat and nearthe guide starangularposition. This contribution
cannotbe eliminatedby spatialfilteringso it is imperativeto keephardtruncationof the initial irradianceprofileto a
minimumat least in the transversedirectioncorrespondingto theoffset between the observingtelescope andthe laserbeam
director.
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Fig.g16.co"m L,io.: " ....ofcaiculatedRayleighscatteredlightprofilesalongtheprojectionofthelaserbeamaxisontothe
cameraimageplaneforthefollowinglaserbeamirradianceprofilesatthebeamdirector:,auniformlyilluminatedsquare
(dashedline),atruncatedsqtmre-basedpyramidprismoidwitha 2:1ratioofbase-to-topedgelengths(dottedline),andan
unlnmcatedgaussian(solidline).The0.25m diametertelescopeisfocusedatinfinity.Turbulencer0= 5 cm at589nm and
anexponentialairdensityprofilewithascaleheightof7.3km areused.ThenumericalvaluesareforIkW andnoopticalor
atmospherictransmissionlosses.

InFigure17 theexperimentallymeasuredimageofRayleighbackscauer(dashedline)iscomparedtothecalculated
one(dottedline)fortheuniformlyilluminatedsquareaperture.Theagreementisexcellentconsideringthatnoaerosol
scatteringcontributionisincludedinthecalculationandthatscaUefingfromtheMt.Pinatubovolcanicaerosollayerwas
clearlyvisibletothenakedeyeduringtheexperimentonAugust27,1992.Themeasurementrepresentedbythedashed
curvewasobtainedbydetuningthelaser2.6GI-Izandminingoffthemodulationtosuppressemissionfromthemesospheric
sodiumlayer.Forcomparison,the589nm backscatterimageforanon-resonancemodulatedlaserbeamwiththelaserguide
starcentexedatzeroarcsecisalsoshown(solidline).Thelaserpowerwas658W forbothexperimentalcurvesand0.61was
themeasuredatmospherictransmissioncoefficient. The calculatedcurve inFigure 17 is scaled to matchthe experimental
power, themeasuredatmospherictransmission,and the 1976U. S. StandardAtmosphere'sdensity at 20 kmaltitudeinstead

" of at sea level. The result is between thatof theon-resonantand off-resonantexperimentalvalues at an angleof-25 arcsec;
thecurve inFigure 17 is scaled by an additional factorof 1.07 to approximatelymatchtheon-resonantexperimentalvalue.
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Figure 17. Comparisonof calculatedand observed (dashedline)Rayleigh scatteredlightprordes alongthe projectionof the
laserbeam axis in the cameraimageplane. The experimentallaserbeamwas658 W of narrowbandwidth light de.tunedby
2.4 GHz from the sodium 132line center. For comparisonthebackscatteredlight profilewith thelaseron-resonanceand
modulatedto broadenits spectrumto approximatelymatchthatof the D2 line is also shown (solid line); the peakat zero
arcsec is the signal fromthe sodium layer. The calculatedcurve is directlyproportionalto the dashedline curve in Figure16.

4.5 Tip-Tilt system

The tip-flitsystem describedin section3 wasdesigned to operatein eitherthe 1/2 mLLNL AO packageor the AO
packagedesignedfor use on the Lick Observatory40 inch telescope.The resultsreportedherewere obtainedon the40 inch
Lick telescope. Figure 18 shows the imageof the binarystarpair AlphaGeminiwith no tip-flit correctionandwith the lip-tilt
control !oo9 closed. The imagingwavelengthwas 1000nmand theexposure time was 30 seconds. Thegraphat lowerright
arecuts throughthe two images showing the intensityprofilefor the two cases. The image improvementwas aboutwhatwas
expected for tip-tiltonly correctionand theseeingconditions,forwhich D/ro was about10. Here D is the telescope diameter
and rois the seeingcell size or the coherencelength.
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Figure 18. Binarystarimage at 1000nm withthetip-flitcontrolloop openand closed. At right is theintensity profile of the
two images.
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The performance of the tip-tilt loop on another night (2/25/94), for which the seeing was better, arc illustrated in
Figures 19 and 20. The tilt power spectra while observing thestar Pollux are shown in Figure 19. The top graph shows the x-
axis open and closed loop spectra, and the bottom graph the y-axis data. The separation between the open and closed loop
curves represents the disturbance rejection at that frequency. The disturbance rejection at I Hz is 54 dB and the gain
crossover frequency is about 100 Hz.
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Hgure 19. Tilt power spectrum in the x and y axis of the starPollux with the tip-tilt loop open and closed.

The sensor was calibrat_ in arcsec/v so that the rms motion in arcsec could be determined. The nns 2-axis motion

was found to be 0.42 arcsec open loop and 0.03 arcsec closed loop. The 2-axis nns motion,0, is related to the seeing, S, which
is the measured _ of a star image, by

S = [0/0.6"(_fl))1/6] 6/5 , and rois given hyro= _/S.

ForL = 900 rim, which is the peak response of the tip-tilt sensor, D = I meter, and the measm_ 0 = 0.42 arcsec,
one obtains 8 seeing of 0.9 arcsec. The measured FWHM on tho science camera was 1.0 arcsec. The ro derived from the tilt
spectrum is then 21 cm at 900 nm which corresponds to an ro of 11.6 cm at 550 nm. Figure 20 shows a 3-D view of the star
Arcturus with the tip-tilt loop open and closed. This was taken at a wavelength of 1000 nm, for which D/to was about 5. The
peak intensity in_ by 50% and the image FWHM went from 1.0 to 0.6 arcsec.

Tip-Tilt
Loop
Closed

Figure 20. Three dimensional representationof the star Arctams image with the tip-flit loop open (left) and closed (right).



5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE PLANS

The experimental program at LLNL, although it did not reach the goal of a full AO system operating on the 1/2 m
telescope with a sodium laser guide, was successful in demonstrating it's feasibility. All AO system is now operational on the
Lick Observatory 40 inch telescope with natural stars, and will be placed on the Lick 120 inch Shane telescope and operating
with a 20 watt laser by the end of 1994. In 1995 the astrophysical observation program will start with the system designed
for operation at about 2 microns. This system uses a 69 actuator deformable mirrorwhich will be replaced with a 127 actuator _.
mirrorpermitting operation at wavelengths of 0.7 - 0.8 microns.
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